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81st Championship Show 

Sunday 10th June 2018 

 

Judge – Mrs Joylene Neddermeyer (SA) 

 

 

Long Stock Coat 

Baby Puppy Bitch 

 
1  KUIRAU OLYMPIA     2100488460     DOB: 21/12/17 

Sire: *Djambo v Fichtenschlag a ED Hneg (Imp Deu)   SZ 2274978 
Dam: *Kuirau Chakira A Z   2100370676 
Bdr: Murray PG, Mrs DM & LJ Exh: Stacey Mrs T 

Graded Very Promising 

 
1  …1… 

 

Stock Coat 

Baby Puppy Bitch 

 
 
14  SHEPROSE SUNSET SKY     5100105039     DOB: 05/03/18 

Sire: *UK Ch Conbhairean Freddie a ED Hneg (Imp UK)   2931CX-SEM 
Dam: *Ch Sheprose Ive Got Morals A Z   5100084265 

  Bdr: Exh Exh: Owen Ms B 
 Graded Very Promising 
 
2  VONPETA NO HARMONISATION     5100103692     DOB: 12/12/17 

Sire: *Conbhairean Karlos a ED Hneg (Imp UK)   AR02244101 
Dam: *Ch Vonpeta Xmissustoo A Z   5100081578 

  Bdr: Exh Exh: Damarell PN & Pike Ms JE 
 Graded Very Promising 

 
4  JAYSHELL SAFFIRE     3100368823     DOB: 30/12/17 

Sire: *Jayshell Nebraska A Z   3100332848 
Dam: *Jayshell Evie A Z   3100283298 

  Bdr: Exh Exh: McDermott P & Mrs N 
 Graded Very Promising 
 
13  DREAMSTAR KHALEESI     5100104662     DOB: 20/02/18 

Sire: NZ Ch Veneze Ricardo   AS00178202 
Dam: Wandarrak Illyana A Z   5100090916 

  Bdr: Dreamstar Kennels Exh: Pilgrim Ms S 
 Graded Very Promising 
 
11  CONKASHA WILD CHELSEA     2100491563     DOB: 07/02/18 

Sire: *Ch Sensen Mann Yokon a ED IPO3 CCD (Imp Fin)   FI45561/12 
Dam: *Conkasha Wild Dancer A Z   2100390981 

  Bdr: Devine T Exh: van Groen CM & Mrs GP 
 Graded Very Promising 
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8  WANDARRAK NO QUARTER GIVEN     5100104763     DOB: 10/02/18 

Sire: *Ch Craisan Canto A Z   5100085594 
Dam: Ch Wandarrak Copy Cat A Z   5100076472 

  Bdr: van Eck JR & Bonham RL Exh: Pilgrim Ms S & Wellman Ms G 
 Graded Very Promising 
 
7  STELLIKO BETWEEN THE SHEETS     5100104557     DOB: 27/01/18 

Sire: *UK Ch Conbhairean Freddie a ED Hneg (Imp UK)   2931CX 
Dam: *Keedara Portuguese Tart A Z   5100074590 

  Bdr: Exh Exh: Brodie M & L 
 Graded Very Promising 

 
6  GRUNDELHARDT MISS M     5100104191     DOB: 13/01/18 

Sire: *Djambo v Fichtenschlag a ED IPO3 Hneg (Imp Deu)   SZ 2274978 
Dam: *Grundelhardt Tainted Love A Z HT   5100057322 

  Bdr: Exh Exh: Cocks PJ & Mrs JM 
 Graded Very Promising 
 
12  TONAKER PORSHA     5100104810     DOB: 09/02/18 

Sire: *Ch Schaeferhund Xesko A Z   3100376038 
Dam: *Tonaker X Ana A Z   5100071304 

  Bdr: Exh Exh: Tonaker Kennels 
 Graded Very Promising 

 
3  ALIMANDA ALL ABOUT THE BASS     5100103527     DOB: 23/12/17 

Sire: *Ch Alimanda Fire Walker A Z   5100074495 
Dam: *Alimanda Infinite Dreams A Z   5100080032 

  Bdr: Exh Exh: Alimanda Kennels 
Graded Promising 

 
1  …14… 2  …2… 3  …4… 4  …13… 5  …11… 
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Long Stock Coat 

Minor Puppy Bitch 

 
 
16  WILDHERTZ LETS DREAM BIG     5100102724     DOB: 28/10/17 

Sire: *Ch Erocia Erotic Erik A Z   5100090515 
Dam: *Ch Arkahla You Lookin At Me A Z   5100080691 

  Bdr: Exh Exh: Beckett Mrs CM 
 Graded Very Promising 

 
 
15  BRAJANDI PAGAN MOON     5100102547     DOB: 09/10/17 

Sire: *Ch Eroica Catch Me If You Can A Z   5100077759 
Dam: *Brajandi Kashmir A Z   5100087400 

  Bdr: Exh Exh: Rayner C 
 Graded Very Promising 
 

1 …16… 2 …15… 
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Stock Coat 

Minor Puppy Bitch 

 
17  DELAFORCE QWEY TWO (AI)     5100102836     DOB: 06/10/17 

Sire: *UK Ch Conbhairean Freddie a ED Hneg (Imp UK)   2931CX-SEM 
Dam: *Ch Grandwest Queenie A Z   6100082029 

  Bdr: Delaforce Kennels Exh: Cooke I & Mrs M 
 Graded Very Promising 
 
23  VLADIMIR NICE N NAUGHTY     2100485835     DOB: 03/11/17 

Sire: *Djambo v Fichtenschlag a ED Hneg (Imp Deu)   SZ 2274978 
Dam: *Ch Vladimir Flirtacious A Z   2100329001 

  Bdr: Morton G & K  Exh: Flynn P & Mrs K 
 Graded Very Promising 
 
18  SIEGERHEIMS USCHI     5100102852     DOB: 13/10/17 

Sire: *Odin Delle Terre Matildiche HD ED IPO1 Hneg (Imp Ita)   LOI 09/144632 
Dam: *Babenberg Jaci A Z   5100069282 

  Bdr: Exh Exh: Flynn PR & Mrs KY 
 Graded Very Promising 
 
19  SCHONFEUER FLIRTING WITH ENVY     2100486053     DOB: 17/10/17 

Sire: *Toby vd Plassenburg a ED SchHll IPO3 Hneg (Imp Gmy)   SZ 2246859 
Dam: *Alimanda Flirting With Fire A Z   5100074493 

  Bdr: Exh Exh: Mills A & Mrs T 
 Graded Promising 
 
21  GEWALT PARTY LIKE A ROCKSTAR     5100102789     DOB: 11/11/17 

Sire: *Djambo v Fichtenschlag a ED IPO3 Hneg (Imp Deu)   SZ 2274978 
Dam: *Kaperville White Diamond A Z   6100092678 

  Bdr: Crozier S Exh: Crozier S & Quinn Mrs L 
 Graded Promising 
 

1 …17… 2 …23… 3 …18… 4 …19… 5 …21… 

 

Stock Coat 

Puppy Bitch 

 
 
26  TONAKER OPELA     5100101038     DOB: 27/06/17 

Sire: *Ch Calle v Westervenn a ED IPO2 Hneg (Imp Deu)   SZ 2281138 
Dam: *Babenberg La Bella A Z   5100076714 

  Bdr: Exh Exh: Tonaker Kennels 
 Graded Very Promising 
 
29  BABENBERG QUEEN B     5100101635     DOB: 14/08/17 

Sire: *Ch Sundaneka Young Gun A Z   2100320870 
Dam: *Dreamstar Dare To Dazzle A Z   5100064094 

  Bdr: Babenberg Kennels Exh: Pilgrim S, Wellman G & DeLucia J 
 Graded Very Promising 
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28  SHEPROSE ROYAL HOPE     5100101275     DOB: 05/08/17 

Sire: *Ch Schaeferhund Logun (AI) A Z   3100276041 
Dam: *Sheprose Extreme Chance A Z 

  Bdr: Exh Exh: Owen Ms B 
 Graded Very Promising 
 

1 …26… 2 …29… 3 …28… 

 

Long Stock Coat 

Junior Bitch 

 
30  CH BEAUTRAE XFAVORITE A Z     5100098226     DOB: 04/02/17 

Sire: *Gavin v Hasenborn a ED IPO1 (Imp Ndl)   SZ 2306316-SEM 
Dam: *Ch Vladimir Insaitsable A Z   2100396786 

  Bdr: West D  Exh: Alimanda Kennels 
 

16 months. 59.5/26.5cm.  Above medium size, strong, expressive, beautifully coloured and 
pigmented bitch of very good type. Good length of neck, good withers, firm back, slightly short 
and slightly steep croup. The upper arm should ideally be longer and better angled, slightly 
deep hindquarter angulation. Stands not quite correct in front. Very strong feminine expressive 
head with good balance of the skull and foreface, correct ear carriage.  Steps slightly narrow at 
rear, slightly wide in front, stands correct at rear. During movement shows good ground 
covering gait with strong hindquarter drive, the forehand reach however could be a little freer. 
Very good back transmission. Graded Very Good 

 
1 …30… 

 

Stock Coat 

Junior Bitch 

 
33  TONAKER MOLLIE     5100098604     DOB: 10/02/17 

Sire: *Ch Calle v Westervenn a ED IPO2 Hneg (Imp Deu)   SZ 2281138 
Dam: *Tonaker X Ana A Z   5100071304 

  Bdr: Exh Exh: Tonaker Kennels 

 
15½ months. 57/28cm.  Absolutely correct medium size, medium strong, well coloured, and well 
pigmented bitch of very good type. Very good length of neck, good withers, slight dip behind, 
firm back, slightly short slightly steep croup, the tail set is set a little high. The upper arm should 
be longer and better angled, very good hindquarter angulation with very good breadth of thigh. 
Should not become any deeper in chest proportions.  Strong, but still feminine head with correct 
eye colour and good masking of the foreface, correct ear carriage. Steps slightly narrow at rear 
with firm hock joints, correct in front where the elbows should be a little closer laying. Stands 
correct both front and rear. During movement shows very good ground covering gait with 
balanced hindquarter drive and forehand reach and very good back transmission. 
Graded Very Good 

 
31  ALIMANDA ULTIMATE ENVY A Z     5100097203     DOB: 21/12/16 

Sire: *Toby vd Plassenburg a ED SchHll IPO3 Hneg (Imp Gmy)   SZ 2246259 
Dam: *Alimanda Flirting With Fire A Z   5100074493 

  Bdr: Exh Exh: Alimanda Kennels 
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17½ months. 60/28.5cm.  A large, strong, well coloured and well pigmented grey sable bitch of 
very good type. Still good length of neck, good withers, firm back, slightly short and slightly 
steep croup. The upper arm should be longer and better angled, slightly deep hindquarter 
angulation. Stands correct in front with balanced chest proportions. Good head where the 
expression is spoiled slightly by the eye colour, the tip of the right ear is missing due to accident.  
Steps narrow at rear, correct in front where the elbows should be closer laying. Stands not 
absolutely correct both front and rear. During movement shows good ground covering gait 
where both the hindquarter drive and forehand reach should be more expansive, the 
impediment of the shortness of the lower chest and body proportions becomes more apparent 
during movement, the tail should be carried in a somewhat more natural manner. 
Graded Very Good 

 
1 …33… 2 …31… 

 

Long Stock Coat 

Intermediate Bitch 

 
38  *CH VONPETA GRACE N BEAUTY (AI) A Z     5100094770     DOB: 04/07/16 

Sire: *Fremont Hells Bells A Z   2100355509-SEM 
Dam: *Natchez Evas Revenge A Z   5100077337 

  Bdr: Exh Exh: Damarell PN & Pike Ms JE 

 
23 months. 58/27.5cm.  An above medium size, strong, substantial, expressive harmoniously 
constructed bitch of very good type. Very good length of neck, high withers, firm back, well 
moulded croup which could just be a fraction longer. The upper arm ideally should still be longer 
and better angled, slightly deep hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in front, with a strong 
expressive head, correct eye colour, and good placement of ears, although not of the absolutely 
correct shape. Stands correct both front and rear, with balanced chest proportions. Steps 
correct both front and rear. During movement shows a very good ground covering gait with 
strong hindquarter drive, free forehand reach, very good back transmission. The bitch presents 
herself very well both in stance and movement and displays the correct coat definition for a long 
stock coat. Graded Very Good 

 
37  *SCHAEFERHUND STACEY A Z     3100336398     DOB: 08/02/16 

Sire: *Labo v Schollweiher a ED SchHlll IPO3 (Imp Deu)   SZ 2252448 
Dam: *Schaeferhund Xeena A Z   3100276041 

  Bdr: Bohdal Mrs I Exh: Stacey Mrs T 

 
28 months. 60/27.5cm.  Slightly underdeveloped dentition upper left. Slightly dropped middle 
incisors.  A large, medium strong, well coloured slightly elongated bitch of very good type. 
Slightly short neck, level withers, firm back, with a slight rise over the loin, while the croup is of 
good length it is set slightly steep. The upper arm should be longer and better angled, slightly 
deep hindquarter angulation. The pasterns should be a little firmer. Balanced chest proportions. 
Good head with good expression, medium eye colour, good ear carriage. Stands correct at rear, 
not quite correct in front, steps correct in front where the elbows should be closer laying, moves 
correct at rear. During movement shows good ground covering gait with balanced hindquarter 
drive and forehand reach. Graded Very Good 
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39  GILARISHA ZSA ZSA     5100095774     DOB: 26/08/16 

Sire: *Ch Shernaa Pakros a ED IPO2 HT Hneg (Imp UK)   AP02551901 
Dam: *Gilarisha Twist of Fate A Z   5100077732 

  Bdr: Gilarisha Kennels Exh: Archbold Mrs R 
 

22 months. 59.5/27cm.  A large, medium strong, well coloured and well pigmented bitch of still 
good proportions and type. Still good length of neck, high withers, firm back, short and steep 
croup. The upper arm should be longer and better angled, slightly deep hindquarter angulation.  
while still stands correct in front turns out both elbows. Balanced chest proportions. Good head, 
good ear carriage, medium eye colour where both the skull, foreface and lower jaw should be 
more developed. Steps narrow at rear, wide in front, stands correct at rear. During movement 
shows good ground covering gait with a somewhat hasty movement, where the depth of 
hindquarter angulation becomes even more apparent, the forehand reach should be freer, very 
good back transmission. Graded Very Good 

 
1 …38… 2 …37… 3 …39… 

 

Stock Coat 

Intermediate Bitch 

 
52  *KYOARA HOLLY A Z     4100282943     DOB: 03/11/16 

Sire: *Labo v Schollweiher a ED SchHlll IPO3 (Imp Deu)   SZ 2252448 
Dam: *Briska Kaizen a ED IPO1 (Imp Deu)   SZ 2289917 

  Bdr: Oar RJ  Exh: Owen Ms B 
 

19 months. 60/28.5cm.  A large, strong, expressive well coloured bitch of overall harmonious 
anatomical construction. Good length of neck, high withers, firm back, well moulded croup 
which could be a fraction longer. The upper arm should be longer and better angled, very good 
hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in front with slightly long and open feet, good feminine 
head and expression with very good masking of the skull and foreface, the eye colour however 
should be a little darker, good ear carriage. Steps correct both front and rear, the elbows 
however should be a little closer laying, stands correct at rear. During movement shows very 
good ground covering gait with balanced hindquarter drive and forehand reach and very good 
topline. Presents herself very well in movement. Graded Very Good 

 
43  *LAGO GIANNINA A Z     5100091767     DOB: 16/01/16 

Sire: *Odin Delle Terre Matildiche HD ED IPO1 Hneg (Imp Ita)   LOI 09/144632 
Dam: *Babenberg Jasmina A Z   5100069280 

  Bdr: Lago Kennels  Exh: Lago & Babenberg Kennels 
 

2 years 5 months. 59/27.5cm.  Double P1 upper left.  A large, strong, well-constructed bitch of 
overall very good type. Very good length of neck, good withers, firm back, well moulded croup 
which could still just be a fraction longer. Ideally the saddle markings could be more defined 
The upper arm while of good length could still be slightly better angled, very good hindquarter 
angulation where the lower thigh is a little long. Stands correct in front with slightly open feet, 
balanced chest proportions. Very good strong expressive head with very good masking, correct 
ear carriage, the eye colour should still be a fraction darker.  Steps slightly narrow at rear, 
correct in front where both the hocks should be firmer and the elbows should be closer laying. 
Stands correct both front and rear. During movement shows a very good ground covering gait 
with strong hindquarter drive, free forehand reach and very good back transmission. 
Graded Very Good 
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44  *CH VONPETA FAZE IM GOIN THRU A Z     5100094630     DOB: 28/06/16 

Sire: *Ch Alimanda Fire Walker A Z   5100074495 
Dam: *Vonpeta Ourbillidakid A Z   5100059546 

  Bdr: Exh Exh: Damarell PN & Pike Ms JE 
 

23 months. 59/27.5cm.  Dropped lower middle incisors.  A large, strong, substantial expressive 
bitch, that presents very pleasing picture in stance with her overall anatomical construction. 
Very good length of neck, good withers, slight dip behind, firm back, slightly short, slightly steep 
croup. Very good fore and hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in front with slightly open feet, 
balanced chest proportions. Very good feminine head with very good masking on the skull and 
foreface, correct eye colour and ear carriage. Stands correct both front and rear. During 
movement shows very good ground covering gait with balanced hindquarter drive and forehand 
reach and very good topline. Graded Very Good 

 
49  *VONPETA GIVE US A GRIN (AI) A Z     5100094769     DOB: 04/07/16 

Sire: *Fremont Hells Bells A Z   2100355509-SEM 
Dam: *Natchez Evas Revenge A Z   5100077337 

  Bdr: Exh Exh: Damarell PN & Pike Ms JE 
 

23 months. 58.5/27.5cm.  Slightly close scissor bite.  An above medium size, strong, substantial 
bitch of very good proportions, presented today in a somewhat heavy condition. Slightly short 
neck, good withers, firm back, slightly short and slightly steep croup. The upper arm ideally 
should be a little longer and better angled, slightly deep hindquarter angulation. Stands correct 
in front with balanced chest proportions, strong head, very good masking of the skull and 
foreface, dark slightly round eyes and the ears are not of the absolutely correct shape. Steps 
slightly cow-hocked at rear, correct in front where the elbows could be a little closer laying. 
Stands not absolutely correct at rear. During movement shows very good ground covering gait 
with balanced hindquarter drive and forehand reach, the tail should be carried in a more natural 
manner. Graded Very Good 

 
48  RHOSYN VANTARA A Z     5100095840     DOB: 30/09/16 

Sire: *Ch Calle v Westervenn a ED IPO2 Hneg (Imp Deu)   SZ 2281138 
Dam: *Rhosyn Taperstry A Z   5100065237 

  Bdr: Exh Exh: Collins SJ & Mrs C 
 

21 months. 56/29cm.  Slightly close scissor bite, Double P1 upper left.  An under medium size  
medium strong bitch of very good type and proportions. Very good length of neck, good withers, 
firm back, while the croup is of good length it is set slightly steep. The upper arm should be 
longer and better angled, very good hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in front with slightly 
open feet, slightly deep chest proportions, feminine head with very good masking, medium eye 
colour, and still good ear carriage. Steps correct at rear with good firmness of hock joints, 
slightly wide in front where the elbows could be a little closer laying. During movement shows 
very good ground covering gait with very good back transmissions even though at times the 
movement is a little hasty. Graded Very Good 

 
42  STELLIKO AINT NO STOPPIN US A Z     5100090150     DOB: 24/09/15 

Sire: *Ch Calle v Westervenn a ED IPO2 Hneg (Imp Deu)   SZ 2281138 
Dam: *Keedara Portuguese Tart A Z   5100074590 

  Bdr: Exh Exh: Brodie M & L 
 

2 years 9 months. 57.5/28cm.  A bitch of correct medium size, medium strong, which is slightly 
elongated in proportions. Good length of neck, good withers, firm back, slightly short and 
slightly steep croup. The upper arm should be longer and better angled, very good hindquarter 
angulation. Stands correct in front, with balanced chest proportions, good feminine head, good 
markings, correct eye colour, with correct placement of ears which are slightly large. Steps 
slightly narrow at rear with firm hock joints, correct coming where the elbows could be closer 
laying, stands correct both front and rear. During movement shows good ground covering gait 
with balanced hindquarter drive and forehand reach. Graded Very Good 
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47  ALIMANDA TICKLED PINK A Z     5100095633     DOB: 10/09/16 

Sire: *Ch Xaro vd Plassenburg a ED IPO2 Hneg (Imp Deu)   SZ 2259567 
Dam: *Ch Alimanda Greys Anatomy A Z   5100074988 

  Bdr: Exh Exh: Alimanda Kennels 
 

21 months. 62/29.5cm.  An oversize, strong, substantial grey bitch of very good type and overall 
construction. Good length of neck, high withers, slight dip behind, firm back, slightly short croup.  
The upper arm should be longer and better angled, very good lay of the shoulder blade, slightly 
deep hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in front with balanced chest proportions, strong but 
still feminine head, very good masking on the skull and foreface, ideally the eye colour could be 
a little darker, the ears are of the correct set however not of the ideal shape and size. Steps 
cow-hocked at rear, correct in front where the elbows should be closer laying. Stands not quite 
correct at rear.  During movement shows good ground covering gait where both the hindquarter 
drive and forehand reach could be a little more expansive, good back transmission. Graded 
Very Good 

 
53  STOLZERHUND MISS DEMEANOR A Z     5100096620     DOB: 04/11/16 

Sire: *Ch Schaeferhund Xesko A Z   3100276038 
Dam: *Leppsdorf Tilly A Z   5100079036 

  Bdr: Exh Exh: Quinn Mrs L 
 

19 months. 60/28.5cm.  Large, medium strong, slightly elongated bitch. Good length of neck, 
normal withers, slight dip behind, firm back in stance, slightly short and slightly steep croup. The 
upper arm should be longer and better angled, slightly short lower thigh. Stands still correct in 
front, with slight bowing of the forelegs, slightly long and flat open feet, balanced chest 
proportions, good head and expression where the eye colour should be darker. Steps slightly 
narrow at rear, stands correct at rear. Shows good movement where the ligamentation over the 
back should remain a little firmer. Graded Very Good 

 
50  KAPERVILLE JOURNEY WAY A Z     6100101701     DOB: 14/10/16 

Sire: *Ch Schaeferhund Xesko A Z   3100276038 
Dam: *Kaperville Smith N Wesson A Z   6100088241 

  Bdr: Animal Kapers Boarding Kennels Exh: Hume Miss L & Crozier S 
 

19½ months. 59/27.5cm.  A large, medium strong, substantial, expressive bitch of very good 
type. Good length of neck, good withers, firm back, well moulded croup which could still be a 
fraction longer. The upper arm should be longer and better angled, slightly deep hindquarter 
angulation. View from front is not absolutely correct with slightly flat and open feet, good 
expressive feminine head with dark masking where the eye colour should be darker where the 
planes of the skull and foreface are not ideal. Stands correct at rear, steps slightly narrow at 
rear with a slight flicking action of the front feet.  During movement shows good ground covering 
gait with strong hindquarter drive, the forehand reach should be freer and there is a tendency to 
slightly high step in front. Withdrawn with permission of the judge due to injury. 

 
 1 …52…  2 …43…  3 …44…  4 …49…  5 …48…  6 …42…  7 …47…  8 …53… 
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Long Stock Coat 

Open Bitch 

 

 
57  *CH EROICA EVEREST A Z     5100090519     DOB: 04/11/15 

Sire: *Ch Eroica Catch Me If You Can A Z   5100077759 
Dam: *Ch Vladimir Glam I Am A Z   2100368521 

  Bdr: Eroica Kennels Exh: Leonard Mrs C & Morton K 

 
2 years 7 months. 61.5/29.5cm.  Standing on the absolute maximum of size, strong, expressive, 
very well pigmented and well coloured bitch of very good type and of overall very good 
anatomical construction. Very good length of neck, high withers, firm back, slightly short and 
slightly steep croup. Very good fore and slightly deep hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in 
front, with very good head and expression, dark eyes and very good masking, the hair on the tip 
of the right ear is missing due to accident. Steps correct both front and rear where both the 
elbows and hock joints should be firmer. Stands correct both front and rear, a bitch that is 
presented in very good condition and immaculately groomed, however ideally I would like to see 
the top coat over the back a little longer. During movement shows a dynamic free flowing 
powerful gait, transmitted through a firm back. Graded Excellent 

 
55  *CH VLADIMIR INSAITSABLE A Z     2100396786     DOB: 05/12/13 

Sire: *Toby vd Plassenburg a ED SchHll IPO3 Hneg (Imp Deu)   SZ 2246259 
Dam: *Sup Ch Vladimir Anarchy A Z ET   2100213140 

  Bdr: Morton G & K  Exh: West D 

 
4 years 6 months. 61/30cm.  A very large, medium strong, expressive, beautifully coloured and 
pigmented grey sable bitch of very good harmonious anatomical construction. Very good length 
of neck, high withers, firm back slightly steep croup. The upper arm is of good length but could 
be slightly better angled, slightly deep hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in front, with 
slightly deep chest proportions, very good head and expression, with dark eyes, and masking.  
Steps correct both front and rear where the elbows could be a little closer laying. Stands correct 
both front and rear. During movement shows a very good ground covering gait, with strong 
hindquarter drive and free forehand reach. Today not presented in absolutely top coat condition. 
Graded Excellent 

 
56  *CH ARKAHLA YOU LOOKIN AT ME A Z     5100080691     DOB: 04/03/14 

Sire: *Hayo aus Agrigento a ED SchHl (Imp Gmy)   SZ 2259256 
Dam: *Ch Arkahla Waltzing Matilda A Z   5100061563 

  Bdr: Arkahla Kennels Exh: Beckett Mrs CM 
 

4 years 3 months. 59/28cm.  An above medium size, medium strong, expressive well-l 
constructed bitch of overall very good type. Slightly short neck, good withers, firm back, well 
moulded croup which could still be a fraction longer. Very good fore, slightly deep hindquarter 
angulation. Balanced chest proportions, with strong feminine head, medium eye colour, very 
good masking of the skull and foreface, correct ear carriage. Steps slightly narrow at rear with 
good firmness of joints, steps correct at front where the elbows should be closer laying, stands 
correct both front and rear. During movement shows very good ground covering gait, with 
balanced hindquarter drive and forehand reach. Ideally the ligamentation over the back remain 
a little firmer. Graded Excellent 
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59  *CH GRANDWEST GOLD SPARKLE A Z     6100098022     DOB: 02/04/16 

Sire: *Astasia Paca A Z   4100190308 
Dam: *Grandwest Utara A Z   6100086952 

  Bdr: Willis DR & Mrs CM  Exh: Cooke I & Mrs M 
 

2 years 2 months. 58.5/28cm.  An above medium size, medium strong, expressive bitch of 
overall very good construction. Good length of neck, high withers, firm back, slightly short and 
slightly steep croup. The upper arm should be longer and better angled, slightly deep 
hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in front with balanced chest proportions, good head 
where the stop is slightly too pronounced, medium eye colour and good ear carriage. Steps 
slightly narrow at rear wide in front where both the elbows and hock joints should be firmer, 
stands correct at rear. During movement shows good ground covering gait with balanced 
hindquarter drive and forehand reach with good back transmission. Graded Excellent 

 
60  *RANDINKA ROCK STAR A Z     3100341272     DOB: 30/04/16 

Sire: *Juwika Destroyer a ED IPO3 (Imp Den)   DK 18097/2012 
Dam: *Bodecka A Cut Above A Z   3100293143 

  Bdr: Randinka Kennels Exh: Booth J 
 

25 months. 58/28cm.  Slight spooning of the upper and lower incisors.  An above medium size, 
medium strong, slightly elongated bitch with a slightly short and slightly steep croup, The upper 
arm should be longer and better angled, good hindquarter angulation, the shoulder blade is set 
slightly steep. Good head and expression, medium eye colour where both the skull and the 
foreface should be a little stronger. Steps slightly narrow at rear with firm hock joints, correct in 
front where the elbows should be closer laying, stands correct at rear. During movement shows 
good ground covering gait where both the hindquarter drive and forehand reach should be more 
expansive. Graded Excellent 

 
 1 …57…  2 …55…  3 …56…  4 …59…  5 …60… 

 

Stock Coat 

Open Bitch 

 
 
62  *CH LEBERHINE UMEEKO A Z     5100077038     DOB: 26/08/13 

Sire: *Hatto v Hühnegrab a ED SchHlll Hneg (Imp Gmy)   SZ 2192749 
Dam: *Leberhine Maggie A Z   5100055468 

  Bdr: Exh Exh: Evans R & Mrs D/Garvican H 

 
4 years 10 months. 60/28.5cm.  A large, medium strong, expressive bitch of harmonious 
anatomical construction, firm and dry, and presents herself an excellent picture in stance and 
movement. Normal withers, firm back, croup is of good length but is set slightly steep. Very 
good lay of the shoulder blade, the upper arm ideally could be longer, correct hindquarter 
angulation, with well-developed broad thighs. Stands correct in front with balanced chest 
proportions, good head and expression, ideally the eye colour could be just a fraction darker, 
good ear carriage. Steps correct at rear with good firmness of joints, correct in front where the 
elbows could still be a little closer laying, stands correct both front and rear. During movement 
shows an effortless, ground covering, free flowing movement transmitted through a firm back. 
Graded Excellent 

 
66  *CH JAYSHELL KENZIE A Z     3100311547     DOB: 15/09/14 

Sire: *Ch Bluemax Salt A Z   4100190920 
Dam: *Ch Jayshell Winona A Z   3100233082 

  Bdr: Exh Exh: McDermott P & Mrs N 
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3 years 9 months. 56/27cm.  A below medium size, medium strong bitch of very good 
proportions and type. Slightly erect head carriage, good withers, slight dip behind, firm back, 
well moulded croup which should be a fraction longer. The upper arm while of good length 
should be better angled, very good hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in front, with 
balanced chest proportions, very good feminine head with very good masking, medium eye 
colour and very good ear carriage, stands correct at rear, steps correct both front and rear. 
During movement shows a very good ground covering gait with balanced hindquarter drive and 
forehand reach with very good back transmission. Graded Excellent 

 
63  *NATCHEZ EVAS REVENGE A Z     5100077337     DOB: 26/08/13 

Sire: *Bluemax Shrek A Z   4100181907 
Dam: *Vonpeta Our Evas Image A Z   5100059544 

  Bdr: Smith Mrs PL  Exh: Pike Ms JE & Damarell PN 
 

4 years 10 months. 61.5/30.5cm.  Slightly dropped lower middle incisors and double P1 upper 
right and left.  Oversized, strong substantial bitch that displays much harmony and is of far 
above average anatomical construction  Good length of neck, high withers firm back, well 
moulded croup which could just be a fraction longer. The upper arm should be a little longer and 
better angled very good hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in front, where her chest 
proportions should not get any deeper, strong expressive well shaped and well formed head, 
with strong masking, correct eye colour and correct ear carriage. Steps slightly narrow at rear 
where the hock joints should be firmer, steps correct at front where the elbows are slightly loose, 
stands correct at rear. During movement shows very good ground covering free flowing gait 
with very good back transmission. Graded Excellent 

 
68  *CH VONPETA XMISSUSTOO A Z     5100081578     DOB: 12/04/14 

Sire: *Esko ad Haus Zygadto a ED SchHll (Imp Gmy)   SZ 2232859 
Dam: *Vonpeta Ourbillidakid A Z   5100059546 

  Bdr: Exh Exh: Damarell PN & Pike Ms JE 
 

4 years 2 months. 59.5/29.5cm.  Underdeveloped upper P1 right and left.  A large strong 
substantial well coloured bitch whose black saddle markings should be more defined. Good 
length of neck, good withers, firm back slightly short croup. The upper arm should be longer and 
better angled, very good hindquarter angulation. Slightly deep chest proportions. Stands correct 
in front with a strong but still feminine head where the markings on the skull and foreface should 
be more pronounced and the eye colour a little darker. Steps slightly narrow at rear with good 
firmness of joints, correct at front where the elbows should be better laid, stands correct at rear. 
During movement shows very good ground covering gait with strong hindquarter drive, the 
forehand reach should be a little freer and the ligamentation over the back could remain just a 
fraction firmer. Graded Excellent 

 
41  *GILARISHA WESTIES WPHUKN WORRY A Z     5100090162     DOB: 23/08/15 

Sire: *Ch Pepe vd Zenteiche a ED IPO1 Hneg (Imp Deu)   SZ 2270589 
Dam: *Gilarisha Running Bear A Z   5100071614 

  Bdr: Exh Exh: Archbold Mrs R 
 

2 years 10 months. 56/27.5cm.  Underdeveloped P1 upper right and left.  A medium size, 
medium strong, expressive bitch of very good type. Good length of neck, good withers, firm 
back, slightly steep croup.  Very good lay of the shoulder blade, the upper arm while of good 
length should be better angled, just slightly deep hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in front, 
balanced chest proportions, good head and expression with very good markings, slightly round 
eyes, very good ear carriage. Steps correct at rear, with good firmness of joints, steps correct at 
front where the elbows should be closer laying. During movement shows a very good ground 
covering gait with balanced hindquarter drive and forehand reach, very good back transmission. 
Graded Excellent 
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78  *RHOSYN TAYNTED AFFAIR A Z     5100094204     DOB: 08/06/16 

Sire: *Ch Calle v Westervenn a ED IPO2 Hneg (Imp Deu)   SZ 2281138 
Dam: *Rhosyn Dangerous Affair A Z   5100073936 

  Bdr: Exh Exh: Collins SJ & Mrs C 
 

24 months. 59.5/28.5cm.  Large, medium strong, well-proportioned bitch of very good type. 
Good length of neck, high withers, firm back, slightly steep croup, the upper arm while of good 
length should be slightly better angled, very good hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in front 
with good chest proportions, good head with still good masking, good eye colour and good ear 
carriage. Steps slightly narrow at rear with firm hock joints, correct coming with very good 
firmness of elbows, stands correct at rear. During movement shows very good ground covering 
gait with balanced hindquarter drive and forehand reach with very good back transmission. 
Graded Excellent 

 
69  *KINGKESHA AWYNTA DREAM A Z     5100084414     DOB: 09/11/14 

Sire: *Ch Orrinshir Elton John A Z ET   3100161863 
Dam: *Sannjesa Living The Dream A Z   3100281580 

  Bdr: Exh Exh: Kingkesha Kennels 
 

3 years 7 months. 60/29cm.  Double P1 upper right and left.  A large, strong, substantial bitch of 
overall very good type. Very good length of neck, high withers, slight dip behind, firm back, 
slightly short croup.  The upper arm should be longer and better angled, slightly short in lower 
thigh.  Stands correct in front with slightly open feet, balanced chest proportions, good head and 
expression, with very good masking, correct eye colour, and slightly large ears. Steps with hock 
joints slightly close, correct in front where the elbows should be closer laying, stands correct at 
rear. During movement shows very good ground covering gait with good back transmission. 
Graded Excellent 

 
67  *TAURORN TAKE THAT A Z     5100084196     DOB: 21/10/14 

Sire: *Ch Schaeferhund Xesko A Z   3100276038 
Dam: *Taurorn Quarallia A Z   5100066623 

  Bdr: Exh Exh: Wellman Ms G 
 

3 years 8 months. 59/27.5cm.  A large, strong, substantial well pigmented and well coloured 
bitch of very good type and proportions. Good length of neck, high withers, firm back, slightly 
short and slightly steep croup. The upper arm ideally should be a little longer and better angled, 
slightly short lower thigh. Stands correct in front with balanced chest proportions, very good 
head and expression with the desired dark eye, very good ear carriage. Moves with hock joints 
slightly close, correct in front where the elbows are slightly loose. During movement shows a 
very good ground covering gait with balanced hindquarter drive and forehand reach with good 
back transmission. Graded Excellent 

 
72  *CH BRUANGIE YUREEKA ORASGOLD A Z     5100089285     DOB: 08/08/15 

Sire: *Ch Alimanda Fire Walker A Z   5100074495 
Dam: *Leppsdorf Oriental Ora A Z   5100067221 

  Bdr: Exh Exh: Corlett Mrs V 
 

2 years 10 months. 61.5/29.5cm.  Underdeveloped P1 upper left and right.  An oversize, strong, 
substantial, bitch of good colour where the black saddle markings could be slightly more defined. 
Good length of neck, high withers, firm back, slightly steep croup, the upper arm should be 
longer and better angled, very good hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in front, slightly 
deep chest proportions, the head is strong but still feminine, dark masking, medium eye colour 
and slightly large ears. Shows a tendency to throw out the left hock, Stands correct at rear. 
During movement shows good ground covering gait with strong hindquarter drive where the 
forehand reach should be freer, the ligamentation over the back should be a little firmer. 
Graded Excellent 
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77  *ALIMANDA SHES THE ONE A Z     5100093890     DOB: 21/05/16 

Sire: *Juwika Destroyer a ED IPO3 (Imp Den)   DK 18097/2012 
Dam: *Bruangie Something To Follow A Z   5100052776 

  Bdr: Exh Exh: Alimanda Kennels 
 

25 months. 60/29cm.  A large, medium strong, well coloured bitch of very good pigment. Good 
length of neck, high withers, firm back, slightly short and slightly steep croup. The upper arm 
should be longer and better angled, slightly deep hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in front, 
good head where the stop should be more pronounced, good masking medium, eye colour and 
good ear carriage. Steps slightly narrow at rear, correct in front where the elbows should be 
closer laying, stands not quite correct at rear. During movement shows good ground covering 
gait where both the hindquarter drive and forehand reach should be freer, good back 
transmission. Graded Excellent 

 
45  *MANVETTOM BRUNILDA JEWEL A Z     5100094148     DOB: 06/06/16 

Sire: *Ch Schaeferhund Xesko A Z   3100276038 
Dam: *Leberhine Nebraska A Z   5100068321 

  Bdr: Exh Exh: Thomas J 
 

24 months. 60/27cm.  A large, strong, substantial well pigmented and well coloured bitch of just 
slightly elongated proportions. The upper arm should be longer and better angled, very good 
hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in front with very good head and expression, dark 
masking, medium eye colour and good ear carriage. Steps slightly narrow at rear where the 
hock joints are slightly loose, stands correct at rear. During movement shows good ground 
covering gait with good hindquarter drive the forehand reach should be a little freer. 
Graded Excellent 

 
79  *LEPPSDORF WE CAN BEAT IT A Z     5100094576     DOB: 08/06/16 

Sire: *Ch Schaeferhund Xesko A Z   3100276038 
Dam: *Leppsdorf Sapphira A Z   5100074243 

  Bdr: Exh Exh: Hume Miss L 

 
24 months. 61/28.5cm.  A very large, medium strong, slightly elongated bitch, of good type. 
Good length of neck, good withers, firm back, slightly short and slightly steep croup. The upper 
arm should be longer and better angled, very good hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in 
front with slightly open feet where the pasterns should be firmer, good head where both the 
skull and foreface should be more developed, medium eye colour, slightly large ears. Steps 
slightly narrow at rear with slightly loose hock joints, slightly wide at front where the elbows 
should be closer laying, stands correct at rear. During movement shows good ground covering 
gait where both the hindquarter drive and forehand reach should be more effective, slightly 
erect head carriage. Graded Very Good 

 
 1 …62…  2 …66…   3 …63…   4 …68…   5 …41…   6 …78… 

 7 …69…  8 …67…  9 …72… 10 …77… 11 …45… 12 …79… 

 

CHALLENGE BITCH LSC    *CH EROICA EVEREST A Z 

RES CHALLENGE BITCH LSC   *CH VONPETA GRACE N BEAUTY (AI) A Z 

CHALLENGE BITCH SC     *CH LEBERHINE UMEEKO A Z 

RES CHALLENGE BITCH SC    *CH JAYSHELL KENZIE A Z 
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Stock Coat 

Baby Puppy Dog 

 
80  STELLIKO BURGER WITH THE LOT     5100104558     DOB: 27/01/18 

Sire: *UK Ch Conbhairean Freddie a ED Hneg (Imp UK)   2931CX 
Dam: *Keedara Portuguese Tart A Z   5100074590 

  Bdr: Exh Exh: Brodie M & L 
 Graded Very Promising 
 
81  DREAMSTAR KING KARLOS     5100104659     DOB: 20/02/18 

Sire: NZ Ch Veneze Ricardo   AS00178202 
Dam: Wandarrak Illyana A Z   5100090916 

  Bdr: Dreamstar Kennels Exh: Pilgrim Ms S 
Withdrawn with permission. 

 
1 …80… 

Stock Coat 

Minor Puppy Dog 

 
85  JAYSHELL RICOCHET     3100365574     DOB: 31/10/17 

Sire: *UK Ch Conbhairean Freddie a ED Hneg (Imp UK)   2931CX 
Dam: *Ch Jayshell Winona A Z   3100233082 

  Bdr: Exh Exh: McDermott P & Mrs N 
 Graded Very Promising 
 
84  SIEGERHEIMS UNO     5100102851     DOB: 13/10/17 

Sire: *Odin Delle Terre Matildiche HD ED IPO1 Hneg (Imp Ita)   LOI 09/144632 
Dam: *Babenberg Jaci A Z   5100069282 

  Bdr: Exh Exh: Flynn PR & Mrs KY 
 Graded Very Promising 
 
86  VONDELRAE BODHI     5100103294     DOB: 06/12/17 

Sire: *Ch Schaeferhund Xesko A Z   3100276038 
Dam: *Winola Lana Delrey A Z   4100222182 

  Bdr: Phillis J & Mrs L Exh: Jones Mrs R 
 Graded Very Promising 
 

1 …85… 2 …84… 3 …86… 

Long Stock Coat 

Puppy Dog 

 
87  WILDHERTZ POETRY IN MOTION     5100102315     DOB: 10/09/17   

Sire: *Ch Erocia Catch Me If You Can A Z   5100077759  
Dam: *Takimbre Yore Joyous A Z   2100407940    

  Bdr: Exh Exh: Beckett Mrs CM 
 Graded Very Promising 
 

1 …87… 
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Stock Coat 

Puppy Dog 

 

88  LEWISLAND PASCHA     5100100641     DOB: 02/07/17 
Sire: *Odin Delle Terre Matildiche HD ED IPO1 Hneg (Imp Ita)   LOI 09/144632 
Dam: *Lewsland Ice Magic A Z   510076516 

  Bdr: Lewisland Kennels Exh: Rizzo A 
 Graded Very Promising 
 

1 …88… 

Long Stock Coat 

Junior Dog 

 
89  LEBERHINE JERONIMOE A Z     5100097433     DOB: 02/01/17 

Sire: *Ch Xaro vd Plassenburg a ED IPO2 Hneg (Imp Deu)   SZ 2259567 
Dam: *Ch Leberhine Umeeko A Z   5100077038 

  Bdr: Leberhine Kennels Exh: Drummond Mrs V 
 

17 months. 64/29cm.  An above medium size, medium strong slightly elongated well pigmented 
and well coloured dog of very good type. Very good length of neck, high withers, firm back, 
slightly short slightly steep croup. The upper arm while of good length could be better angled, 
slightly deep hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in front with balanced chest proportions, 
very good head and expression with very good masking of both the skull and the foreface, 
unfortunately the eye colour should be a little darker, very good ear carriage. Steps correct at 
rear and in front, stands correct at rear, the elbows could be a little closer laying. During 
movement displays very good ground covering gait with very good hindquarter drive and 
forehand reach, very good back transmission, displays the correct long stock coat attributes. 
Graded Very Good 

 
1 …89… 

 

Stock Coat 

Junior Dog 

 
91  LEBERHINE JOKER A Z     5100097430     DOB: 02/01/17 

Sire: *Ch Xaro vd Plassenburg a ED IPO2 Hneg (Imp Deu)   SZ 2259567 
Dam: *Ch Leberhine Umeeko A Z   5100077038 

  Bdr: Exh Exh: Evans R & Mrs D/Garvican H 

 
17 months. 66.5/31.5cm.  An oversize, medium strong, slightly elongated dog of very good 
pigmentation and colour. Very good length of neck, high withers firm back slightly steep croup. 
The upper arm should be slightly longer and better angled, very good hindquarter angulation. 
Stands correct in front with balanced chest proportions, very good head and expression, the 
desired dark masking of the skull and foreface, the ears are set slightly wide on the skull and 
are a little large. Steps correct at rear where the hocks should remain firmer, correct in front 
where the elbows should be a little closer laying. During movement shows a very good ground 
covering, expansive, free flowing gait transmitted through a firm back. Graded Very Good 
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92  LAGO HERCULES     5100098981     DOB: 03/03/17 

Sire: *Toby vd Plassenburg a ED SchHll IPO3 Hneg (Imp Gmy)   SZ 2246259 
Dam: *Lago Firenze A Z   5100073713 

  Bdr: Exh Exh: Lago Kennels 
 

15 months. 65.5/29cm.  A large, just medium strong dog of slightly compact proportions. Very 
good length of neck, high withers, firm back, slightly short and slightly steep croup, The upper 
arm should be longer and better angled, slightly short in lower thigh. Stands correct in front 
where both the fore and underchest require further development. Steps slightly narrow at rear, 
stands correct at rear. Still good head, but both the skull and the foreface require further 
development and the eye colour should be darker, very good ear carriage.  During movement 
shows good ground covering gait with balanced hindquarter drive, the forehand reach should be 
freer and has a tendency to high step in front. For his size he should have stronger bones and 
be more substantial overall. Graded Very Good 

 
1 …91… 2 …92… 

Long Stock Coat 

Intermediate Dog 

 

94  RIMERINI EXPECT THE UNEXPECTED A Z     2100461968     DOB: 09/10/16 
Sire: *Astasia Paca A Z   4100190308 
Dam: *Rimerini Always N Forever A Z   2100366102 

  Bdr: Rimerini Kennels Exh: Stacey Mrs T 

 
20 months. 65/29cm.  A large, strong, expressive masculine dog of very good type. Still good 
length of neck, high withers, firm back, slightly short croup. Very good fore and hindquarter 
angulation. Stands correct in front with well developed chest proportions, strong masculine 
head with correct masking of the skull and foreface, medium eye colour, correct ear carriage. 
Steps slightly narrow at rear, correct in front, stands correct at rear. During movement shows a 
very good ground covering gait with balanced hindquarter drive and forehand reach and 
displays a very good length of stride. Displays the correct long stock coat attributes. 
Graded Very Good 

 
95  *EROICA G O A T A Z     5100096075     DOB: 12/10/16 

Sire: *Ch Eroica Catch Me If You Can A Z   5100077759 
Dam: *Ch Vladimir Glam I Am A Z   2100368521 

  Bdr: Exh Exh: Leonard Mrs C 
 

20 months. 66/31cm.  A very large, strong, dog of very good proportions. Very good length of 
neck, high withers, firm back, a long but steep croup. The upper arm should be longer and 
better angled, pronounced hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in front with balanced chest 
proportions, strong expressive head with very good eye colour, and very good ear carriage. 
Throws out left hock, steps slightly wide in front with the elbows turned out, steps cow hocked at 
rear.  During movement shows good ground cover where the hindquarter thrust is restricted and 
appears to give a stabbing action, the forehand reach should be freer. The depth of the 
hindquarter angulation does become even more apparent and impedes his overall movement. 
Graded Good 

 
93  GILARISHA ZIG ZAG     5100095771     DOB: 26/08/16 

Sire: *Ch Shernaa Pakros a ED IPO2 HT Hneg (Imp UK)   AP02551901 
Dam: *Gilarisha Twist of Fate A Z   5100077732 

  Bdr: Gilarisha Kennels Exh: Archbold Mrs R 

 
22 months. 63/28.5cm.  A medium size, medium strong, well pigmented and well coloured long 
stock coat dog of just slightly elongated proportions. Slightly short neck, high withers, firm back, 
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slightly short and steep croup. The upper arm should be longer and better angled, slightly short 
lower thigh. Stands correct in front, with balanced chest proportions, good head and expression 
with correct markings, medium eye colour and very good ear carriage. Steps slightly cow-
hocked at rear, correct in front, stands not quite correct at rear. During movement shows good 
ground covering gait where both the hindquarter drive and forehand reach should be more 
expansive. Graded Good 

 
1 …94… 2 …95… 3 …93… 

 

Stock Coat 

Intermediate Dog 

 
99  *BABENBERG OLLIE A Z Hneg     5100094197     DOB: 10/06/16 

Sire: *Ch Xaro vd Plassenburg a ED IPO2 Hneg (Imp Deu)   SZ 2259567 
Dam: *Charon v Overledingerland a ED SchHl (Imp Gmy)   SZ 2229718 

  Bdr: Exh Exh: Babenberg Kennels 
 

24 months. 64/30cm.  A dog that stands well within the desired standard of size, a very 
expressive, well coloured and well pigmented dog of just slightly long body proportions of very 
good type and of overall very harmonious and well-constructed anatomical construction. Very 
good fore and hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in front with well-developed forechest, and 
very good length of underline. Masculine head with well-developed skull and foreface, very 
good masking, correct ear carriage, medium eye colour. Steps correct at rear with very good 
firmness of joints, steps correct in front, with very good elbow connection, stands correct at rear. 
During movement shows very good ground covering, powerful dynamic gait, with very good 
length of stride, and firm back transmission, while the animal is still quite young he displays very 
good sex characteristics and strength for his age. Graded Very Good 

 
97  *CH ALIMANDA SMOOTH OPERATOR A Z     5100093888     DOB: 21/05/16 

Sire: *Juwika Destroyer a ED IPO3 (Imp Den)   DK 18097/2012 
Dam: *Bruangie Something To Follow A Z   5100052776 

  Bdr: Exh Exh: Alimanda Kennels 
 

24½ months. 66.5/31cm.  An oversize, medium strong, slightly elongated dog. Very good length 
of neck, high withers, firm back, long and steep croup. The upper arm should be longer and 
better angled, very good hindquarter angulation where the upper thigh should be more 
developed. Stands correct in front, the forechest requires further development, good head 
where the stop should be more pronounced, and the skull should be more developed, medium 
eye colour, the shape of the ears are not absolutely correct, the left ear has a distinct kink, 
stands correct at rear, steps slightly narrow both front and rear, and should be much broader 
through the forechest. During movement shows good ground covering gait where both the 
hindquarter drive and forehand reach should be more effective. Graded Good 

 
1 …99…… 2 …97… 
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Long Stock Coat 

Open Dog 

 
102  *CH EROICA EROTIC ERIK A Z     5100090515     DOB: 04/11/15 

Sire: *Ch Eroica Catch Me If You Can A Z   5100077759 
Dam: *Ch Vladimir Glam I Am A Z   2100368521 

  Bdr: Leonard Mrs C Exh: Phillis J & Mrs L 
 

2 years 7 months. 66/30cm.  Very large, strong, substantial, well coloured and well pigmented 
dog of very good type. Very good length of neck, high withers, firm back, slightly steep croup. 
The upper arm while of good length should be better angled, very good hindquarter angulation. 
Stands correct in front, with balanced chest proportions, very good head and expression with 
desired dark eyes, very good masking on the skull and foreface, while the ears are well set 
they’re not of quite the desired shape. Steps correct at rear, correct in front where the elbows 
should be a little closer laying, stands correct at rear. During movement shows a very good 
ground covering gait with strong hindquarter drive and free forehand reach and very good 
length of stride. Graded Excellent 

 
1 …102… 

Stock Coat 

Open Dog 

 
103  *CH CALLE v WESTERVENN a ED IPO2 (Imp Deu)     SZ 2281138     DOB: 04/05/12 
  Sire: *Labo v Schollweiher a ED SchHl IPO3 (Imp Deu)   SZ 2252448 

 Dam: *Zimba v Westervenn a ED SchHll   SZ 2242551 
  Bdr: Jurgens R Exh: Collins SJ & Mrs C 

 
6 years 1 month. 66/32cm.  A very large, strong, expressive well coloured and well pigmented 
dog of very good type. Good length of neck, high withers, firm back, slightly steep croup.  Very 
good lay of shoulder the upper arm is of good length but could still be better angled, slightly 
deep hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in front with very close knit feet, very good fore, 
slightly deep lower chest development, expressive head with very good masking of the skull 
and foreface, desired dark eye, very good ear carriage. Steps slightly narrow at rear, correct in 
front with very good firmness of elbows, stands correct at rear. During movement shows very 
good ground covering gait with strong hindquarter drive, and free forehand reach transmitted 
through a firm back. Graded Excellent 

 
106  *SUP CH VONPETA UGOTTABEKIDDING A Z     5100073113     DOB: 04/12/12 

Sire: *Toby vd Plassenburg a ED SchHll IPO3 Hneg (Imp Deu)   SZ 2246259 
Dam: *Ch Vonpeta Champagne A Z   5100036846 

  Bdr: Damarell PN & Pike Ms JE Exh: Damarell PN/Pike Ms JE/O'Loughlin A 
 

5 years 6 months. 64/32cm.  An above medium size, medium strong male dog of very good 
type and overall construction.  Good length of neck, high withers, slight dip behind, firm back, 
very good length of croup which is set slightly steep. Very good lay of the shoulder blade, the 
upper arm should be a little longer and better angled, very good hindquarter angulation. Stands 
correct in front with a very good fore and slightly deep lower chest development, strong 
expressive head, with very good masking on both the skull and foreface with the desired dark 
eye, correct ear carriage. Stands correct at rear, steps correct in front, the elbows could be a 
little closer laying. During movement shows a very good ground covering gait with strong 
hindquarter drive, free forehand reach and very good back transmission. Graded Excellent 
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108  *JAYSHELL NEBRASKA A Z     3100332848     DOB: 04/12/15 
Sire: *Fremont Hells Bells A Z   2100355509 
Dam: *Ch Jayshell Winona A Z   3100233082 

  Bdr: McDermott P & Mrs N Exh: McDermott Mrs N & Bick Mrs S 

 
2 years 6 months. 64.5/29cm.  Double P1 upper left.  An above medium size, medium strong 
young male of overall very good construction. Very good length of neck, high withers, firm back, 
slightly steep croup. While the upper arm is of very good length could be better angled, very 
good hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in front, with balanced chest proportions for his age, 
good masculine head, very good masking on the skull and foreface, dark eyes, ideally the ears 
should be set a little higher on the skull. Steps correct in front with good firmness of elbows, has 
a tendency to throw out the left hock. During movement shows very good ground covering gait 
with strong hindquarter drive, the forehand reach could be a little freer but displays an overall 
balanced movement. Graded Excellent 

 
107  *CH SUNDANEKA YOUNG GUN A Z     2100392822     DOB: 04/10/13 

Sire: *Ch Ustinov v Römerland a ED SchHlll (Imp Deu)   SZ 2188759 
Dam: *Sundaneka Dark Diamond A Z   2100320870 

  Bdr: Stevenson GD & K Exh: Wellman Ms G 
 

4 years 9 months. 64/31cm.  An above medium size, medium strong well coloured and well 
pigmented dog of just slightly long body proportions. Very good length of neck, high withers, 
firm back, slightly short and slightly steep croup. The upper arm while of good length should still 
be slightly better angled, very good hindquarter angulation. Stands absolutely correct in front, 
with straight lines, very good fore and balanced chest proportions, good head, good masking on 
both the skull and foreface, desired dark eye and good ear carriage. Steps correct at rear with 
firm hock joints, correct in front where the elbows should be closer laying, stands absolute 
correct at rear. During movement shows good ground covering gait with balanced hindquarter 
drive and forehand reach overall his movement should be a little more expansive. The dog 
presents a better picture in stance than in movement. Graded Excellent 

 
109  *CH FLYINGRICH USHER A Z     5100090390     DOB: 27/10/15 

Sire: *Bluemax Shrek A Z   4100181907 
Dam: *Flyingrich Rihanna A Z   5100065686 

  Bdr: Exh Exh: Richards Ms K 
 

2 years 8 months. 63.5/31cm.  A just above medium size, medium strong grey sable dog of very 
good colour and still good type. Slightly erect head carriage, high withers, firm back, slightly 
short, slightly steep croup. The upper arm should be longer and better angled, very good 
hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in front, with still good fore and good underchest 
development where the underchest should be a little longer. Good head with good masking, 
medium eye colour, the ears are set a little broad on the skull. Steps slightly narrow at rear with 
firm hock joints, correct in front where the elbows should be a little closer laying, stands correct 
at rear.  During movement shows good ground covering gait where both the hindquarter drive 
and forehand reach should be more expansive, and the ligamentation over the back should 
remain a little firmer. Graded Excellent 
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CHALLENGE DOG LSC     *CH EROICA EROTIC ERIK A Z 

RES CHALLENGE DOG LSC   RIMERINI EXPECT THE UNEXPECTED A Z 

CHALLENGE DOG SC      *BABENBERG OLLIE A Z Hneg 

RES CHALLENGE DOG SC  *CH CALLE v WESTERVENN a ED IPO2 (Imp Deu) 

BEST OF BREED LSC     *CH EROICA EROTIC ERIK A Z 

BEST OF BREED SC      *CH LEBERHINE UMEEKO A Z 

 

BEST EXHIBIT IN SHOW 

*CH LEBERHINE UMEEKO A Z 


